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Modernity of medicine, heart
bypass possible with a small cut

Mudassar Qadeer

ecently, a historic heart bypass operation was performed in Pakistan which
was completed by a cut without opening chest of the patient. This operation is of historical significance
because I call this operation Sheikh
Zayed. The treatment is being done in
a private hospital where the fee for
this operation is not just for a poor
man but the fee for these operations
in Sheikh Zayed is lowet according to

the official calculation. In this regard,
when I spoke to Dr. Aqeel Ahmed,
Sheikh Zayed, incharge, Department
of Cardiac Surgery, he said that this
method of treatment has been in use
all over the world since 1960, but it
took some time for it to reach us. The
second is considered as a specialty
which requires a lot of training and
today we are standing at the place
where we are serving the people by
learning this surgical procedure and
training new people in this procedure.
Arranged at a three-day conference of

Sensitization workshop for
conduct of 7th Population
and Housing Census

Census is an important
National activity whose
success depends on collaborating efforts of all
stakeholders. To gain confidence of stakeholders
their understanding and
involvement
in
the
process, from planning of
this gigantic exercise till
finalization of results and
Data Dissemination is important. Provinces are important stakeholders in
Census process as they are
directly involved in data
collection, execution, and
monitoring of the entire
activity. Therefore, Pakistan Bureau of Statistics
(PBS) has initiated a series
of Sensitization Workshops with Chief Secrerelevant
taries,
Secretaries, and func-

tionaries at Provincial levels. This exercise will
bring more clarity and
ownership of provinces in
the process of the census.
Sarwar
Muhammad
Gondal, in his presentation apprised the participants
about
the
recommendations of the
Census Advisory Committee for the conduct of
the 7th Population &
Housing Census-2022.
Moreover, he included
that as per the decision of
CCI, PBS is going to conduct Census after five
years’ intervals, for the
first time, with the use of
the latest tools and technologies by adopting the
best international practices with the high aim to
fetch improved quality of

the Pakistan Society of Cardiovascular and Theoretical Surgery (Heart
and chest Surgery).
Dr. Fayyaz Hussain Hashmi, a cardiologist from the United States of
America, participated in the conference which was held at Sheikh Zayed
Hospital the other day. Other medical
experts including me also learned a
lot from him. I would like to thank the
Administrator Sheikh Zayed Dr.
Akbar Hussain and the Chairman and
Dean Sheikh Zayed Prof. Dr. Sabgha
Zulfiqar for the facilities provided for

FBR returns Rs1.9
billiom of Naulong
Dam to Wapda

ISLAMABAD: The Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR) has released Rs1.916
billion of Naulong Dam to
Water and Power Development Authority (Wapda) on
the direction of the National
Assembly’s Standing Committee on Water Resources.
The National Assembly
Standing Committee on
Water Resources some 11
months ago asked the Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR) to pay Rs1,916 million deducted from the account of Naulong Dam.
Previously, it was informed to the standing committee that the government
granted Rs1,916 million to
WAPDA during the budget
session 2018-19 for construction of Naulong Dam.
But before the start of construction of the Dam, FBR
took away Rs1916 million
from the account of Naulong
Dam. Hence, the construction of dam could not be
started. The FBR was of the
view that they have receivable against WAPDA. So,
they have recovered their receivables. The standing committee took serious notice of
it and directed. —AFP

CORRECTION OF
FATHER’S NAME

COURT NOTICE

In The Court of
Aamir Raza Baitu
Family Judge Sialkot
Suit For Desolation Of
Marriage Khadija Shehzadi VS Muhammad
Imran Notice to Muhammad Imran S/O Muhammad Nazir Cast Arain
R/O Dhedowali P.O Jasoran Tehsil Pasrur District
Sialkot Presently Living
at South Africa Whereas
service of defendant respondent is not going to
be effected through
proclamation in the
Newspaper you defendant respondent are directed to apear in the
Court On 02/06/22 at 8
am filing which ex-parte
proceeding shall be initiated against you.

COURT NOTICE

In The Court of
Aamir Raza Baitu
Family Judge Sialkot
Suit For Recovery
Maintenance Allowence,
Nazia b.b VS Muhammad
Anvir Notice to Muhammad Anvir S/O Qurban
Hussain R/O Divwal
Tehsil Pasrur District
Sialkot Presently Living at
Sudia Arabia, Iqbal b.b
W/O Qurban Hussain R/O
Divwal Tehsil Pasrur District Sialkot Whereas service
of
defendants
respondents is not going to
be effected through proclamation in The Newspaper
you defendants respondents are directed to apear
in the Court On 07/06/22
at 8 am filing which exparte proceeding shall be
initiated against you.

I, Shabir Hussain, s/o
Shameer
Muhammad
have passed the Secondary
School Certificate Annual
Examination in 2018
under roll No 132804
from the Board of Intermediate and Secondary
Education, Sahiwal. My
father’s correct name is
Muhammad Shameer alias
Shamer whereas on my
certificate my father name
has been mentioned as
Muhammad Shameer alias
Sham. Which is incorrect.
If anyone has any objection against it, he can
contact Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, Lahore within 15
days.
Shabir Hussain, s/o
Muhammad Shameer, caste
Larka, r/o 74/D, Tehsil and
District Pakpatten.

the operations which made this conference a success.
Dr. Aqeel Ahmed in his talk further said that the treatment includes
heart valve surgery including heart
bypass, left side of the chest for heart
bypass and small right side for valve
surgery. A small hole is drilled after
which the operation is performed
with the help of new gadgets. On this
occasion, I told Dr. Aqeel that the traditional bypass takes more than four
hours. How much time is required for
this operation which He said that the

duration of this operation can be up
to 4 hours in which anesthesia doctors take one hour while our work is
only one hour and the rest of the time
is spent in preparation after the operation and before the operation.
The most important thing about
this operation is that first of all the patient does not need blood in it. Dr.
Aqeel said that last night we performed a bypass operation on a girl
and in the morning when I went to see
her I asked her if you got out of bed
then she said sister did not let me get

out because your bypass The operation has been done. Lie down now but
I told my sister that I have to have the
operation now because I am not feeling any pain. I feel pain after the operation. No. The patient stays in the
ward for 3 days and shifts home and
after a week he is able to do his job
no matter how hard his work demands. Dr. Aqeel Ahmed's talk
shows that thanks to this modern
heart bypass surgery, the recovery
rate of the patient is faster and in a
few days, a person is able to carry out
his daily routine. On the occasion, he
also expressed that we are determined
to move towards heart transplant in
Sheikh Zayed Hospital in the coming
days and play our role in this regard.
Heart transplant is a difficult and
complex process but we Has taken an
oath to serve humanity and we strive
to achieve this goal and play our role
in building and developing the country.
The writer is a freelance contributor

Violence on the rise in India-occupied
Kashmir after Yasin Malik’s sentence

SRINAGAR: Indian
forces killed six fighters in
occupied Kashmir over the
past 24 hours while the
fighters shot dead a female
TV performer and a police
officer, officials said on
Thursday, following the
conviction of the region’s
best-known leader.
A New Delhi court on
Wednesday ordered life in
jail for Yasin Malik for
funding “terrorist” activities
and on several other counts.
The sentencing prompted
warnings from politicians
that it would promote alienation in the Muslim-majority region. Shops and
businesses in India-held
Kashmir remained closed

for a second day of protests
against the verdict, while
police detained 10 people
for throwing stones and for
sloganeering outside Yasin
Malik’s residence.
“Three militants each of
Jaish-e-Mohammad and
Lashkar-e-Taiba
were
killed in two separate gun
battles in [occupied] Kashmir since yesterday,” Kashmir police chief Vijay
Kumar said, referring to the
two organisations. “We
have also lost a cop in one
of the operations.”
Kumar said Kashmiri
fighters had shot dead 35year-old television and social-media
performer
Amreen Bhat on Wednes-

day evening. They have allegedly killed at least 12
people, mostly police, in
occupied Kashmir this
year. One of the dead was a
Kashmiri Hindu government employee, worrying
the disputed region’s tiny
minority community.
More than 3,400 Hindus
from occupied Kashmir
have been given government jobs there in recent
years, as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s government tries to lure them back
into the region after attacks
forced them to flee during
the 1990s. But Hindus have
been holding street protests
demanding relocation out
of held Kashmir.

“We are not secure
here,” Amit, a protesting
Hindu government employee, said. “Our colleague
was shot dead in his office.
Our demand is relocation
outside Kashmir, because
every so often there is a targeted killing.” Indian forces
have already stepped up
their operations, killing 78
fighters this year, according
to the administration of
held Kashmir. For the
whole of last year, 193
were killed, while 232 were
shot dead in 2020. Meanwhile, representatives of
Pakistan and India got into
a fresh verbal duel in the
UN Security Council on
Wednesday after Pakistan’s

Ambassador Munir Akram
castigated New Delhi’s
continued oppression in occupied Kashmir, drawing
attention to the life sentence
awarded to Kashmiri leader
Yasin Malik by an Indian
court.
Qasim Aziz Butt, who
represented Pakistan, rejected India’s claim about
Jammu and Kashmir being
its integral part, saying it
was a disputed territory, as
per all United Nations maps
and official documents.
The Pakistani representative accused India of
being one of the world’s
largest purveyors of state
terrorism, notably against
each of its neighbours, in-

KABUL: The Afghan
Taliban are stepping up
coal exports to Pakistan
and have raised duties on
sales, officials said, as the
group aims to generate
more revenue from its
mining sector in the absence of direct foreign
funding.
The move comes with
global coal prices near
record highs after top
exporter Indonesia imposed a shock ban on
exports earlier in 2022
and then Russia invaded
Ukraine, pushing prices
up further.
No country has officially recognised the Taliban government, which
has meant international financial assistance has
dried up even as the country faces a humanitarian

and economic crisis.
The hardline Islamist
movement is now banking
on its natural resources to
survive.
Landlocked
Afghanistan has large
mineral and fossil fuel deposits, most of them untapped. “Coal exports
have increased because we
have paved the way for
traders,” said finance ministry spokesman Ahmad
Wali Haqmal.
He said officials had
collected around 3 billion

Afghanis ($33.80 million)
in customs revenue on
more than 16 billion
Afghanis worth of coal exports in the last six
months. As well as higher
sales, tax on coal exports
was last week increased to
30pc from 20pc, according an official letter, the
contents of which were
confirmed by Haqmal.
The Taliban announced
their first annual budget
earlier this month, saying
they would depend solely

on local revenue — a big
task for a country dependent on foreign assistance
for the last two decades.
Haqmal said exports
and revenues were far
higher than under the last
government, which was
ousted as the Taliban
swept to power after USled foreign forces withdrew from Afghanistan
last year.
Khan Jan Alokozi, an
official at the Afghanistan
Chamber of Commerce

and Investment (ACCI)
said that he believed revenues had also increased
because the Taliban had
eliminated some corruption. —AFP

In the court of
Judge Banking Court
No. I, Lahore,
Old State Bank building, Opp GPO, The Mall
Road, Lahore
Suit No 127/1/2022
HBL Vs Sohail Anjum
Sohail Anjum. s/o Ali
Akbar Anjum
1- Office No 601-D,
Eden Tower, 6th floor,
Main Boulevard, Gulberg,
Lahore.
2-Minister R-Block,
UG 21 Lower, Siddiqui
Trade Centre, Main
Boulevard, Gulberg, Lahore.
Resident of
3-Flat No 24, President
Secretariat, Awan-e-Sadr,
Aahil Piswaal, Islamabad.
4-House No 58, Street
No 6, New Elahi Park,
Misri Shah, Lahore.
5- House No 403, Y
Block, DHA Phase III, Lahore Cantt, Lahore.
6- House No 383, Block
X, DHA Phase II, Lahore
7- House No 58, Street
No 16, Block X, DHA
Phase III, Lahore
Whereas: the aforesaid
plaintiff has instituted suit
against you and other for
the recovery of Rs
19,63,109 Along with
mark up/ interest and
costs etc claimed to be
payable by you. Summon
u/s 9 (5) of Ordinance
XLVI of 2001, referred to
above is hereby issued requiring you to make
within 30 days of the service of this summon, an application for leave to
defend the suit u/s 10 ibid.
Take notice that on your
failure to file such application within time specified
above, the Banking Court
shall pass a decree as
prayed in the plaint, in
favour of the plaintiff
Banking Company. Next
date of further proceedings, in the case has been
fixed on -29-06-2022.
Given under my hand
and seal of this court on
23rd day of May 2022.
Judge
Banking court No. I,
Lahore

In The Court of
Judge Banking Court
Bahawalpur
Summons u/s 9 (5) of
The Financial institutions
(Recovery of Finance)
Ordinance XLVI, 2001
Suit No 123/22
Plaintiff Bank Alfalah
Limited
Haroonabad
Branch
Versus Mussawar Hayat .. Defendants Summons/Notice
to Defendants. Mussawar
Hayat S/o Mian Muhammad , Tahir Mehmood
S/o Ghulam Rasool ,
Aamir Iqbal S/o Muhammad Aslam R/o Chak No
150/2-L P.O Mianwala
Bangla Tehsil Haroonabad District Bahawalnagar.
Suit for the Recovery
of
Rs,
1267298.14
Whereas the plaintiff
aforementioned has instituted suit against you for
the recovery of Rs,
1267298.14 alongwith
costs including cost of
funds: the instant summons as required u/c 9(5)
of the financial institutions (recovery of finanaces)
ordinance,
XLVI of 2001 is accordingly issued to you. it be
clarified that you shall
not be entitled to defend
the suit unless. You Obtain leave from the court
to defend the same by
making an application
within 30 days of the date
of service of this notice.
please be aware that in
case of default of you
doing so, the court may
pass a decree in favour of
the plaintiff as prayed for
in the plaint. copies of
plaint, statement of A/c
and other & relevant documents relating to the
grant of finance are available in this office which
be obtained against due
acknowledgment.Next
date for further proceedings in the case has been
fixed on. 30-05-2022.
Given under my hand and
the seal of the court this
26-05-2022
JUDGE Banking Court
Bahawalpur

In The Court of
Judge Banking Court
Bahawalpur
Summons u/s 9 (5) of
The Financial institutions
(Recovery of Finance)
Ordinance XLVI, 2001
Suit No 127/22
Plaintiff Bank Alfalah
Limited Circular road
Branch Bhawalpur and
SAM office at abdali road
Branch Multan. Versus
Muhammad Ajmal
..
D e f e n d a n t s
Summons/Notice to Defendants. Muhammad
Ajmal S/o Basharat Ali ,
Muhammad Masroor S/o
Basharat Ali R/o Post office Khas Chak No
356/WB Tehsil Dunyapur District lodhran.
Suit for the Recovery
of
Rs,
4197367.13
Whereas the plaintiff
aforementioned has instituted suit against you for
the recovery of Rs,
4197367.13 alongwith
costs including cost of
funds: the instant summons as required u/c 9(5)
of the financial institutions (recovery of finanaces)
ordinance,
XLVI of 2001 is accordingly issued to you. it be
clarified that you shall
not be entitled to defend
the suit unless. You Obtain leave from the court
to defend the same by
making an application
within 30 days of the date
of service of this notice.
please be aware that in
case of default of you
doing so, the court may
pass a decree in favour of
the plaintiff as prayed for
in the plaint. copies of
plaint, statement of A/c
and other & relevant documents relating to the
grant of finance are available in this office which
be obtained against due
acknowledgment.Next
date for further proceedings in the case has been
fixed on. 30-05-2022.
Given under my hand and
the seal of the court this
26-05-2022
JUDGE Banking Court
Bahawalpur

Taliban step up coal exports to boost rev-

BANKING COURT NOTICE
In the court of
Judge Banking Court
No. IV, Lahore,
Old State Bank building, Opp GPO, The Mall
Road, Lahore
Suit No 148/2022
Bank Alfalah Limited
Vs Mst Zaib-un-Nisa
Summon U/S 9(5) of
the Financial Institutions
(Recovery of Finance)
Ordinance, 2001. (Ordinance No: XLVI of
2001.)
Mst
Zaib-un-Nisa
w/oZaheer ud Din Babar,
r/o H. No 298, Mehran
Block, Iqbal town, near
and opposite Wapda office, Lahore.
Whereas: the aforesaid
plaintiff has instituted
suit against you and other
for the recovery of Rs
142,2578.57. Along with
mark up/ interest and
costs etc claimed to be
payable by you. Summon
u/s 9 (5) of Ordinance
XLVI of 2001, referred to
above is hereby issued requiring you to make
within 30 days of the
service of this summon,
an application for leave to
defend the suit u/s 10
ibid.
Take notice that on
your failure to file such
application within time
specified above, the
Banking Court shall pass
a decree as prayed in the
plaint, in favour of the
plaintiff Banking Company. Next date of further
proceedings, in the case
has been fixed on -18-072022.
Given under my hand
and seal of this court on
27th day of May 2022.
Judge
Banking court No. IV,
Lahore

BANKING COURT NOTICE BANKING COURT NOTICE BANKING COURT NOTICE

BANKING COURT NOTICE
In The Court of
Judge Banking Court
Bahawalpur
Summons u/s 9 (5) of
The Financial institutions
(Recovery of Finance)
Ordinance XLVI, 2001
Suit No 122/22
Plaintiff Bank Alfalah
Limited Rahimyar Khan
Branch
Versus
Zulifqar Ahmad
.. Defendants Summons/Notice to Defendants. Zulifqar Ahmad
S/o Mehmood ur Hassan
, Adnan Ahmad, Izhar
Ahmad S/o Mehmood ur
Hassan Caste Arain R/o
Mohallah
Tariqabad
Tranda Swaye Khan
Tehsil
and
District
Rahimyar Khan, Shahzad
Masood Ahmad S/o
Shoukat Ali R/o Mohallah Qazian Tranda Swaye
Khan Tehsil and Distcit
Rahimyar Khan. Adnan
Amin S/o Muhammad
Aminuddin R/o House
No 2136/9 Mohallah
Rizwan park Tehsil &
District Rahim Yar Khan.
Suit for the Recovery
of
Rs,
1257767.26
Whereas the plaintiff
aforementioned has instituted suit against you for
the recovery of Rs,
1257767.26alongwith
costs including cost of
funds: the instant summons as required u/c 9(5)
of the financial institutions (recovery of finanaces)
ordinance,
XLVI of 2001 is accordingly issued to you. it be
clarified that you shall
not be entitled to defend
the suit unless. You Obtain leave from the court
to defend the same by
making an application
within 30 days of the date
of service of this notice.
please be aware that in
case of default of you
doing so, the court may
pass a decree in favour of
the plaintiff as prayed for
in the plaint. copies of
plaint, statement of A/c
and other & relevant documents relating to the
grant of finance are available in this office which
be obtained against due
acknowledgment.Next
date for further proceedings in the case has been
fixed on. 30-05-2022.
Given under my hand and
the seal of the court this
26-05-2022
JUDGE Banking Court
Bahawalpur

